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Coaching can make a huge impact on sales teams. Unfortunately, 

coaching often falls prey to the long list of responsibilities that most 

leaders are juggling. 

If you are still struggling to encourage coaching on your team,  

here are a few reasons to move it up on your priority list:

• A dynamic coaching program can improve win rates by as much  

as 27.9%! (CSO Insights)

• When asked, sales leaders ranked themselves in the 79th percentile  

for coaching — but their direct reports ranked them in just the  

38th percentile. (Harvard Business Review)

• As much as 60% of sales reps said they’d leave a company if their 

manager wasn’t a good sales coach. (Clari)

What is a sales coaching 
culture?
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https://pages.brainshark.com/cso-insights-2016-sales-enablement-study
https://hbr.org/2015/05/a-high-percentage-move-to-increase-revenue
https://www.clari.com/blog/one-on-one-sales-meetings


Improved Win Rates
New reps and average reps can learn to sell like top  

performers and better understand what it takes to win.

Elevated Team Performance
Increased teamwork and higher motivation on the group  

and individual level.

Reduced Employee Churn
Managers focused on developing the skills of their team  

enjoy long-term benefits and end up spending less time  

filling team vacancies.

Faster Ramp
Coaching culture begins on day one. Leveraging the entire  

org helps new reps ramp up faster.

How can a coaching culture  
benefit your organization?
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The 5 Essential Parts of a Coaching Culture

Team film reviews 

are an effective way 

to assess what reps 

are doing well or 

struggling with.

Reps don’t need to 

wait for managers to 

offer coaching. They 

can review their own 

calls or study the calls 

of peers.

Regular 1-on-1s are a 

fantastic opportunity 

for managers to  

deliver skills-based or 

deal-based coaching. 

Reps can even bring 

clips from calls to ask 

for targeted feedback.

It’s critical for reps 

to understand the 

importance of a 

coaching culture from 

day one. Managers 

and enablement 

collaborate to build 

best-practice playlists 

for new hires.

Small groups of reps 

can give and receive 

constructive feedback 

from each other.

Team 
Coaching

Self 
Coaching

Manager and 
Rep 1-on-1s

Onboarding Peer-to-Peer 
Coaching



A Film Review is a team meeting where sales reps, sales managers, and enablement can listen to 

past conversations, identify areas for improvement, crowdsource new talk tracks, and celebrate wins.

Film reviews are a scalable and effective way to coach your sales team and nurture a culture of 

continuous growth.

Team Coaching (Film Reviews)
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• Try to hold a film review every week.

• Focus on a particular topic or feature. Solid examples include best practices by stage, sales 

methodologies, features, competitor mentions, objection handling, and pricing.

• Choose a time slot outside of critical selling hours — 3 p.m. on Thursday is our sweet spot.

• Ask all reps to add Chorus recordings to a film review playlist prior to the meeting.

• Hold the team accountable through collaborative platforms like Slack or Google Hangouts.

• Use the Chorus playlist to drive the cadence of the meeting, and input comments to keep track of 

feedback for future hires.

• Go around the room and ask each rep to share something they liked or something that could be better.

• Learn what works for your team, and try to improve the experience week-to-week.

Chorus recommends:

Chorus Industry 
Benchmark:
Film reviews work best when they’re 

about 1 hour long and happen at 

least twice a month.
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Schedule a team meeting for a film review. Select the topic and get one person in the room to fill in the following details.

THEME OF THE FILM REVIEW:

WHICH THREE BEHAVIORS WILL BE THE FOCUS OF THE NEXT FILM REVIEW? 

1. 2. 3.

Film Review Exercise

THINGS THAT WORKED WELL THINGS TO AVOID

1. 1.

6. 6.

2. 2.

7. 7.

3. 3.

8. 8.

4. 4.

9. 9.

5. 5.

10. 10.

Interactive Worksheet:  
Click to fill in.



Self coaching occurs when reps take ownership of improving their own performance by critically 

listening to their own calls, requesting feedback on areas where they struggle, and listening to 

examples of good calls from high performers on the team.

Beyond the benefit of reducing the strain on managers, reps that self-coach hit their quotas  

and are promoted at a much higher rate than those that don’t.
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Self Coaching

Self coaching empowers reps to take their own steps towards self-improvement.

• Reps review their own calls by listening to key moments in meetings from stalled or lost 

deals. They make notes on what they could have done better, and tag exact moments 

with self @ mentions.

• Reps can request feedback by @ mentioning their manager in Chorus.

• Reps can also use Talk Track Analytics to benchmark themselves against their team and 

top reps to understand which talk tracks they need to leverage more often.

Chorus recommends:

Reps should review at least 2 calls per 

week and @ mention their manager at 

least once per week.

Chorus Industry 
Benchmark:
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Ask each member of your team to choose the relevant number next to each statement.

1 – STRONGLY DISAGREE         2 – DISAGREE         3 – NEUTRAL         4 – AGREE         5 – STRONGLY AGREE

30+: MAVERICK – You are on the top of your game when it comes to taking control of coaching yourself.

20-30: NEO – You are a trailblazer in the making, the “one” that still hasn’t reached full potential but getting there fast.

<20: ROCKY – With the right training and the heart of a champion you can still make it to the top.

Help Your Team Discover Their Self-Coaching Style

I listen to 2+ call moments every day

I access a learning playlist at least once a week

In the past week I’ve @ commented my manager on one of my calls at least once

I have filtered Chorus conversations on at least one topic I struggle with e.g. a competitor name

In the past week I’ve @ commented someone from another function at least once

I already know 3 things I am going to do better this month

TOTAL

I regularly listen to my past calls to discover what I can do better

I regularly listen to some of the best calls of a top rep

Interactive Worksheet:  
Click to fill in.



Manager and rep 1-on-1 meetings are an ideal setting for coaching. Most managers do 

not dedicate enough 1-on-1 time for skills coaching, and focus instead on critical deals and 

pipeline figures. We’ve discovered that the best sales coaches use some of their 1-on-1 time 

to focus on skill development and call coaching.

Manager and Rep 1-on-1s
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FOR MANAGERS

• Use the comment feature to add your thoughts, timestamped to the exact moment  

in the conversation.

• Bring a call to the 1-on-1 with prepared feedback on particular moments.

• Quickly search the transcript for keywords to jump to the most memorable sections and  

to save you from reviewing the call end-to-end.

FOR REPS

• Bring at least one clip on a topic you are struggling on or want feedback on.

• Ask your manager for an area you can improve upon. Then select at least one clip related  

to that area where you think you did well or need help on.

Chorus recommends:

Top performing sales orgs dedicate 

at least 15 minutes of every hour-long 

1-on-1 to coaching. Managers should 

try to review 3-4 calls a week.

Chorus Industry 
Benchmark:
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Run a 1-on-1 with your reps. After each, ask the rep to fill out the survey on the left. Managers will then fill out the survey on the right and tally both 

scores. If the difference is greater than 2, determine where the reps’ opinion differs and discuss what can be improved for next time.

The Anatomy of a Perfect 1-on-1

REP SURVEY
Write 1 for true statements and 0 for false statements.

Did you bring at least 1 call to review with the rep?Was the manager prepared with at least 1 call to review?

Did you coach on a specific topic outside of open deals?
Did the manager coach you on a specific topic other 
than open deals?

Did you listen to at least 1 call with the rep?Did you listen to at least 1 call together?

Did you search for a theme in the rep’s recent calls  
(e.g. pricing mentions)?

Did you search for a theme in your recent calls (e.g. 
pricing mentions)?

Did the rep bring a topic that they wanted to be 
coached on?

Did you bring a topic that you want to be coached on?

TOTAL POINTSTOTAL POINTS

MANAGER SURVEY
Write 1 for true statements and 0 for false statements.

POINT DIFFERENCE:

Interactive Worksheet:  
Click to fill in.



Aim for at least 5 onboarding 

playlists. Our favorites are 

discovery, competitor mentions, 

pricing, objection handling, and 

agenda setting.
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Begin coaching on day 1 by equipping new hires with custom playlists of best-in-class calls. 

Onboarding is the perfect opportunity to reinforce the coaching culture you have already 

established with the rest of the team.

Onboarding

• Create Chorus playlists that match your team’s core competencies.

• Link to playlists in your onboarding documentation, LMS,  

or simply direct new hires to log into Chorus on their first day.

• Ensure that playlists are up-to-date and relevant by asking new-hires to comment on the 

most helpful recordings and encourage the team to proactively suggest new additions.

Chorus recommends:

Chorus Industry 
Benchmark:
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Are you onboarding effectively?

Check off everything you’ve done

IF YOU SCORED LESS THAN 7, THERE’S STILL WORK TO BE DONE!

Is there a playlist of prospect monologues that 

explain the buyer persona?

Is there a playlist of the best discovery calls  

to listen to?

Have your current team members contributed at least 

one of their calls for onboarding?

Have existing team members commented on  

new reps’ first calls?

Have you told new reps which top rep’s calls  

to listen to?

Is there a playlist of objection handling scenarios?

Have all new hires sought your feedback on their  

first calls?

Have new reps subscribed to Chorus Smart Playlists?

Are there links to Chorus playlists or calls in  

at least one of your onboarding docs?

Onboarding Checklist

TOTAL:

Interactive Worksheet:  
Click to fill in.



Our most successful, fastest growing 

SaaS customers institute 4 peer calls 

reviewed per rep per month.

Peer coaching enables reps to learn from each other and think critically about the 

conversations they are having. It also allows managers to develop a coaching culture 

without spending too much of their own time. As an added benefit, many reps prefer to 

receive feedback from their peers.

Peer-to-Peer Coaching
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• Managers organize their reps in groups of 2 or 3 (depending on team size).

• These groups should be rotated on a monthly basis.

• Create a Chorus playlist for each group to add their calls to.

Chorus recommends:

Chorus Industry 
Benchmark:
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TOPIC-BASED COACHING
• Managers give the groups guidance on a specific topic  

to focus on (e.g. Discovery).

• Before the meeting, each member of the group adds one call 

clip to the playlist with a comment giving context to the clip.

• Each group sets dedicates one meeting per week  

(outside of peak call hours) to provide feedback.

• Reps play their clip for their group and they discuss  

feedback live.

• The manager can select one of the clips to highlight to  

the larger team in a weekly meeting.

AD HOC COACHING
• Instead of scheduling a weekly meeting, each rep adds their 

call clip to the playlist and @ mentions the other members  

of their group.

• Members of the group leave feedback as comments directly 

on the call (ideally before a predetermined weekly deadline).
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Have your team list some things they’ve contributed and also what they’ve learned.

Are You a Good Peer Coach and Learner?

WHAT WAS SOMETHING YOU HELPED  
A PEER LEARN?

WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM PEERS?

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

Interactive Worksheet:  
Click to fill in.



About Chorus

Chorus is the leader in Conversation Intelligence and an integral part of ZoomInfo’s (NASDAQ: ZI) 
leading modern go-to-market software, data, and intelligence for more than 20,000 companies 
worldwide. Founded in 2015, Chorus’ Conversation Intelligence Platform identifies and helps 

revenue teams replicate the performance of top-performing reps by analyzing their sales meetings. 
These insights serve as the foundation of an effective coaching strategy for sales and customer 
success teams and provide insight into the voice of the customer across the entire organization. 
Customers like Zoom, Mavenlink, Qualtrics, Adobe, TripActions, and GitLab ramp new hires to 
productivity 30-50% faster and see an increase in quota attainment from 20 - 100%. Chorus has 

offices in San Francisco, Tel Aviv, Boston, Toronto, and Salt Lake City.

https://www.chorus.ai/
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